Abstract-We overview a compact and field-portable digital holographic microscopy system based on shearing geometry and integrated with a head mounted augmented reality device for cell identification and visualization. Customized smart glasses containing an external camera connect directly to the 3D-printed system to record holograms of biological specimens. Following hologram acquisition, regions of interest containing biological cells are segmented and digitally reconstructed to generate a three-dimensional (3D) pseudocolor optical path length profile. From the optical path length profiles, morphological features are extracted and inputted into several classification models for comparison including random forest classifier, support vector machines, and k-nearest neighbor, each yielding a high classification accuracy. After successful classification of the target cell, the classification result along with a pseudocolor 3D rendering of the cell's optical path length profile, and its extracted feature values are displayed to the augmented reality device for the user. The system was tested on both living and non-living samples, including feature extraction from video data of live paramecium. The overviewed system may allow for quickly and conveniently visualizing cells through an augmented reality device and extracting relevant information with potential applications of rapid diagnosis by healthcare professionals working in remote areas. We acknowledge support from the National Science Foundation (Directorate for Engineering (ENG) (NSF ECCS 1545687, NSF/IIS-1422179)).
I. INTRODUCTION Digital Holographic Microscopy (DHM) is an imaging
technique that extracts quantitative phase and amplitude information from recorded holograms and allows for reconstruction of an object's three-dimensional (3D) optical path length (OPL) profile [1] . The practicality of DHM leads itself to numerous medical applications [2] [3] [4] . Likewise, augmented reality is a technology for supplementing vision with superimposed computer-generated visuals which has also been used for a variety of medical purposes [5, 6] .
In this overview, we examine a system for integrating digital holographic microscopy with augmented reality smart glasses for automated cell identification, cell visualization, and cell analysis [7] . The 3D printed system is comprised of a laser diode, microscope objective, glass plate, and customized augmented reality glasses with an attached external camera. The overviewed system is based on shearing geometry and exhibits high temporal stability. After the holograms are recorded, cells are segmented, individually processed to provide their numerical reconstruction, then features are extracted and used for cell identification. Finally, the results are displayed to the augmented reality device for the user.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system uses a small laser diode (Laserex Technologies, 1 mW, Ȝ = 635 nm) to illuminate micro-object samples. Following the sample, the beam passes through a microscope objective and then a shearing plate at a 45-degree angle splits the incident beam into two laterally sheared beams which will self-interfere at the image sensor. See Fig. 1 for schematic diagram of the system. The 3D printed system is shown in Fig.  2 . Fig. 1 . Schematic of the overviewed system for combining digital holographic th a microscopy with augmented reality smart glasses. National Science Foundation (Directorate for Engineering (ENG) (NSF ECCS 1545687, NSF/IIS-1422179)). 
III. NUMERICAL RECONSTRUCTION
Numerical reconstruction is performed using the angular spectrum propagation approach [8] . The complex amplitude ( ) , ,0 U x y at the hologram plane is obtained by illuminating the hologram by the reference wave as follows: ( , , ) , ,0 , 
The phase of the object wavefront is given by
where Im is the imaginary part and Re is the real part of the complex amplitude. The wrapped phase map is unwrapped using Goldstein's branch-cut method [9] to yield the unwrapped continuous phase map, which can then be used to calculate the optical path length information.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Classification
Five classes of micro-objects were imaged using the overviewed system under 40x magnification for classification. The five classes were diatom phytoplankton, diatom pennate, navicula, selenastrum, and 20 μm glass beads. Holograms of fifty cells from each class were recorded and reconstructed individually. After reconstruction morphological features including mean optical path length (MOPL), coefficient of variation (COV), optical volume (OV), projected area (PA), PA/OV ratio, cell skewness and cell kurtosis were extracted from the optical path length profiles. Holograms and reconstructions for each of the five classes can be seen in Fig.  3 . The fifty recorded holograms from each class were split in half evenly for testing and training. The random forest classifier [10] was used to classify the objects with 97.6% accuracy, support vector machines [11] resulted in a classification accuracy of 93.6% and k-nearest neighbors [12] resulted in an accuracy of 89.6%.
B. Visualization with an Augmented Reality Device
After classification of a target cell, the cell's identified class is displayed to the augmented reality smart glasses along with the extracted feature values and the target cell's pseudocolor 3D reconstruction. Fig. 4 shows the resulting display on the augmented reality smart glasses for the reconstruction of a scene containing both diatom phytoplankton and diatom pennate. Diatom phytoplankton has been correctly classified, and its extracted feature values have been displayed for the user. The slide from which the data was taken is also visible in the background to show the augmented reality capabilities of the system.
Additionally, video reconstructions of live paramecium were generated and displayed to the augmented reality device [7] . 
CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have overviewed a system that integrates digital holographic microscopy with augmented reality devices and showcased its potential for real-time visualization and analysis of micro-objects. The system is compact, cost-effective, and field portable. The system was tested using both nonliving and living micro-objects from which pseudocolor renderings the specimens' optical path lengths were generated. From the reconstructions, morphological features were extracted and used for classification in several machine learning algorithms including random forest classifier, support vector machines, and knearest neighbors. The classifiers obtained high classification accuracies of 97.6%, 93.6% and 89.6% respectively. After classification the results are displayed to a head-mounted augmented reality device along with the target cell's extracted feature values and its pseudocolor 3D reconstruction. The overviewed system has potential applications for rapid cell visualization and analysis by healthcare workers in remote areas. 
